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Modeling Biopotential Signals and Current Densities
of Multiple Breast Cancerous Cells
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Abstract—This study presents a model to simulate the electro-
physiological activities of multiple Michigan Cancer Foundation-7
(MCF-7) cells, the most studied breast cancer cell line. The in-
tercellular spacing of MCF-7 cells is estimated using the effective
diffusion coefficient. Nonuniform finite-difference discretization is
implemented to accommodate for the contrast in size between the
intercellular spacing and the cell dimension. The model computes
the amplitude and the spatiotemporal patterns of biopotentials and
electric current densities at different cell division stages. The results
show that the biopotentials increase proportionally to the number
of cells, especially when all cells are in the hyperpolarization stage.
Also, the results show significant electric current density in the
intercellular gap between the cells.

Index Terms—Bioelectric phenomena, biological cells, bio-
physics, cancer, Michigan Cancer Foundation-7 (MCF-7) cells.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN A COMPREHENSIVE study, Berg et al. evaluated the
performance of most of the current breast cancer diagnostic

techniques such as mammography, clinical examination, ultra-
sound, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [1]. The tech-
niques were tested individually and in combinations. The study
concluded that the highest sensitivity (99%) was achieved by
combining diagnosis from mammography, clinical examina-
tion, and MRI at the expense of lower specificity (7%). The
overall accuracy of combining mammography, clinical exami-
nation, and MRI was not higher than the use of mammography
alone (only ∼70% in both cases) [1]. This study has motivated
the current research to investigate the biophysics involved in
cancerous Michigan Cancer Foundation-7 (MCF-7) cells that
could lead in the future to an improved breast cancer detection
modality.

In the late 1990s, the biopotential detection of breast cancer
received large interest as a safe and harmless detection technique
with a potential of differentiating between malignant and benign
tumors [2], [3]. In a wide-scale study, involving 661 patients,
the biopotential technique achieved a sensitivity of 90% for
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women with palpable lesions [2]. The main distinction of the
biopotential detection of breast cancer lies on its association with
electric signals generated by the tumor itself. Currently, there
is a trend in the literature to advance biopotential detection of
breast cancer [4]–[6].

Several articles were recently published to demonstrate the
importance of bioelectromagnetic signals in the proliferations
and regeneration of normal and cancerous cells [7]–[9]. This
field has experienced resurgence in interest in order to explore
novel techniques to control growth [7]–[9]. This rising interest
has been fueled by the development of new experimental tech-
niques to record and image the bioelectric signals generated by
growing cells.

This study is an effort to augment these new experimental
tools with a novel model that will help understand the mecha-
nism by which breast cancerous cells generate electric signals
as they grow. The current approach is analogous to other related
research areas, such as gap junctional communication, where
mathematical modeling of experimental data was reported for
the quantitative analysis of the generated signals [9].

The objective of this study is to understand cancer electro-
physiological phenomenon and, later on, propose an advanced
biopotential technique for the early detection of breast cancer.
For example, the model will provide better electrophysiological
spatiotemporal patterns that could be used to improve position-
ing of the biopotential sensors on the breast [2].

The electrophysiological activities of a single MCF-7 cell
were modeled in [10]. The model in [10] incorporated the mem-
brane potential hyperpolarization of an MCF-7 cell during the
Gap 1 (G1)/Synthesis (S) transition earlier reported in [11]. The
membrane potential is the difference in the potential between the
intracellular and extracellular media and is typically negative.
The hyperpolarization is the phase when the membrane poten-
tial becomes more negative and the extracellular media becomes
more positive [10]. The hyperpolarization was attributed to an
increase in the permeability of the cell membrane to the positive
potassium ions during this transition [12]. In addition, this tran-
sition is usually accompanied by an increase in the active intake
of potassium ions as reported in other cancerous cells [13], [14].

However, in order to fully understand and analyze the electric
signals recorded from breast cancer tumors, the model presented
in [10] is extended in the current study to consider multiple cells.
A better understanding of the signals’ temporal and spatial pat-
terns could be achieved by incorporating different distributions
of the cancerous cells acting at different cell division stages,
e.g., one cell is depolarization, another cell is hyperpolarizing,
etc. The experimental study in [11]–[14] reported that cells at
different stages exhibit different electric properties.
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Fig. 1. (a) Two cells with the intercellular spacing. (b) Discretization in
Regions 1 and 3. (c) Discretization in region 2. (d) Computational domain
with five MCF-7 cells.

Section II describes the formulations and the nonuniform
discretization scheme. Section III shows the numerical results,
whereas Section IV outlines the conclusions.

II. FORMULATIONS

A uniform discretization of the domain in Fig. 1 would require
1600 pixels to model each cell leading to a drastic increase in
the computational time. Therefore, a nonuniform discretization
scheme is implemented, where only 25 pixels are used to model
each cell and only ten pixels are used to model each intercellular
spacing [see Fig. 1(a)]. The dots represent the pixels at which the
ion concentrations and the biopotentials are calculated and the
lines represent the boundaries of each pixel, where the electric
current densities are calculated.

Considering multiple cells requires addressing the intercel-
lular communication via gap junctions composed of proteins
(connexins) [15]. It is well known that in primary tumors, there
is a loss of gap junction intercellular between cells [15]–[17]. As
a result, no electric coupling is assumed between the cancerous
cells in this study.

The intercellular spacing is a key factor in the multiple cells
model with estimated size of 0.25 µm (see Appendix A). The

idea is based on modeling the MCF-7 tissue as a porous me-
dia with the cells acting as impermeable boundaries to glucose
molecules and the intercellular spacing acting as the permeable
medium.

Cell dynamics create nonhomogeneous ion concentrations
that lead to diffusion-drift forces described by the Nernst–Plank,
Poisson, and continuity equations [10]. The implicit scheme is
used for the temporal discretization (t) of these equations to
ensure stability [10], whereas the nonuniform scheme is imple-
mented for the spatial discretization (x, y). Implicit discretization
of the Poisson equation can be presented as shown in [10] as

∇2φt+1 = −F

ε

∑
m

Zm

(
Ct

m − ∆t∇ �Jt,t+1
m

)
(1)

where φ represents the electrostatic potential (V), F represents
the Faraday’s constant (96485 C/mol), ε represents the permit-
tivity of the plasma (80 ε0 for water under quasi-static condi-
tions), �Jm represents the electric current density (moles/cm2 /s),
Cm represents the concentration (moles/cm3), and Zm repre-
sents the signed charge for ion m.

Only four ions are considered due to their impact on the mem-
brane potential reported in [10]; potassium CK+ , sodium CNa+ ,
chloride CCl− , and negatively charged intracellular protein ions
CA− . Since the proteins cannot penetrate the cell membrane,
their concentration is assumed constant at 135 mM at all pix-
els inside the cell and zero concentration at all pixels outside
the cell [10]. Both the intracellular and extracellular charged
ions, CK+ , CNa+ , and CCl− , are updated at each time step as
described in [10]. Upon nonuniformly discretizing (1) in the x-
and y-directions, as in [18], we obtain
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�∇ �Jt,t+1
m =

Jxm (i, j + 0.5) − Jxm (i, j − 0.5)
(hi,j + hi,j+1) /2

+
Jym (i + 0.5, j) − Jym (i − 0.5, j)

(gi,j + gi+1,j ) /2
(2b)

where

Jxm (i, j + 0.5)=
−Dm (i, j + 0.5) (Ct

m (i, j + 1) − Ct
m (i, j))

hi,j+1

− Zm µm (i, j + 0.5) Ct
m (i, j + 0.5)

× φt+1 (i, j + 1) − φt+1 (i, j)
hi,j+1

+ Jax m
(2c)
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where Dm represents the diffusion coefficient (cm2/s) and µm

represents the mobility (cm2/V/s) of ion m, and

Jxm (i, j − 0.5)=
−Dm (i, j − 0.5) (Ct

m (i, j) − Ct
m (i, j − 1))

hi,j

−Zm µm (i, j − 0.5) Ct
m (i, j − 0.5)

×
(
φt+1 (i, j)−φt+1 (i, j − 1)

)
/hi,j+Jax m

(2d)

in which, hi,j+1 = xi,j+1 − xi,j , hi,j = xi,j − xi,j−1 , and
xi,j , xi,j+1 , and xi,j−1 represent the x-coordinates of pixels (i,
j), (i, j+1), and (i, j−1), respectively, and gi+1,j = yi+1,j − yi,j ,
gi,j = yi,j − yi−1,j , and yi,j , yi+1,j , and yi−1,j represent the y-
coordinates of pixels (i, j), (i+1, j), and (i−1,j), respectively.
Equations similar to (2c) and (2d) are obtained for Jym .

The variable Jax m
in (2c) and (2d) represents the electric cur-

rent density due to the active transport of ions by the sodium–
potassium (Na+–K+ ) ATPase pump [10]. The active electric
current densities are Jax N a + for sodium and Jax K + for potas-
sium. The ratio between these current densities is 3:2, since
the (Na+–K+ ) ATPase pump discharges three sodium ions for
each two potassium ions it absorbs [10]. It is important to note
that Jax m

is zero everywhere except at the cell boundaries. For
example, if the top cell in Fig. 1(a) has its top-left pixel de-
noted as (I, J), Jax N a + and Jax K + are nonzero at the following
boundaries; (I−0.5, J:J+4), (I+4.5,J:J+4), (I:I+4, J−0.5), and
(I:I+4, J+4.5). The expressions for Jax N a + and Jax K + are given
as shown in [10] as

Jax N a + = fmax


 Ct

Na+
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Na+
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(1 + Ct
K+

−i

/KK+
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)2

(3a)
and

Jax K + = −0.667Jax N a + (3b)

where fmax is the maximum electric current density, Ct
Na+

−i

and

Ct
K+

−i

refer to the intracellular sodium and potassium concentra-

tions, respectively, and Ct
Na+

−o

and Ct
K+

−o

refer to the extracellular

sodium and potassium concentrations, respectively. The KNa+
−i

,
KK+

−i
, KK+

−o
, and KNa+

−o
are defined as the dissociation co-

efficients, where their values are set to 0.2, 8.3, 0.1, and 18,
respectively, as discussed in [10] and [19]. Expressions similar
to (3) are used for Jay N a + and Jay K + , respectively. By changing
fmax , the fluctuations in the ATPase pump activity are incor-
porated in the model. The fluctuations are the decrease in the
ATPase pump activity at the beginning of the G1 phase and the
increase in the ATPase pump activity at the G1/S transition as
reported in [13] and [14].

During the cell division cycle, the membrane potential ex-
hibits either depolarization (D), where the cell membrane be-
comes less negative, or hyperpolarization (H), where the cell

membrane becomes more negative [10]. The depolarization of
the membrane of the MCF-7 cell typically occurs at the be-
ginning of the G1 stage of the cell division cycle, whereas the
hyperpolarization of the cell membrane occurs at the G1/S tran-
sition of the cycle [11].

Both the depolarization (D) and the hyperpolarization (H)
transitions are simulated using the computational domain shown
in Fig. 1(d), which consists of four boundaries; the blood vessel
on the right side of the domain, where the concentrations CK+ ,
CNa+ , and CCl− are kept constant at 5, 155, and 160 mM,
respectively, and the biopotentials are set to zero throughout the
simulations [10]. The blood chloride concentration is set at 160
mM, which is higher than its typical value of ∼116 mM, to
account for other negative ions. For example, in cancer patients,
the blood concentration of sialic acid is ∼2.58 mM [20] and the
concentration of lactic acids is ∼2.95 mM [21], which is much
smaller than that of chloride ions. However, the concentration of
sialic and lactic acids could be higher in the tissue in the vicinity
of the tumor. Incorporating these ions in the model is feasible
as a future research. The second boundary at x = 0, where
the zero flux boundary condition is imposed (i.e., ∂φ/∂x = 0,
∂Cm /∂x = 0). The third and fourth boundaries at the top and
bottom of the domain are assumed to have periodic boundary
conditions [10].

Three main regions are marked in Fig. 1 as: region 1, region 2,
and region 3. Regions 1 and 3 are inserted as padding to assure
that the cancerous cells are adequately far from the periodic
boundaries. This condition is essential in order to ensure that
the periodic boundaries do not impact the electric signals. The
second region is, where the MCF-7 cells are located and the
biopotential difference V1 between two points on the boundary
x = 0 is calculated. The discretization block 1 is used for regions
1 and 3 as shown in Fig. 1(b). The discretization block 2 is used
for region 2 as shown in Fig. 1(c). The y-spacing in regions 1 and
3 is larger than the y-spacing in region 2 as shown in Fig. 1(b)
and (c), which is found to be more efficient in extending the
computational domain size without compromising the accuracy
of the electrical signals or the required CPU time. Both regions 1
and 3 include 3 × 11 building blocks 1, while region 2 includes
10 × 11 building blocks 2 [see Fig. 1(d)].

Prior to simulating the depolarization (D) and the hyperpo-
larization (H) stages, an initial reference stage is created to
simulate the cell state before division starts. The initial condi-
tions of the reference stage are based on uniform distribution of
potassium, sodium. and chloride ion concentrations as 5, 155,
and 160 mM, respectively, similar to those used in the blood
vessel pixels. In this stage, the biopotentials are initiated to
zero at all pixels in the domain. The maximum electric cur-
rent density, fmax , is set equal to 0.5 × 10−9 mM · cm · s−1

in the reference stage. For the sodium, potassium, and chlo-
ride ions in (2), the diffusion Dm × 10−5 cm2 /s, and the
mobility µm × 10−4cm2 · s−1 · V−1 coefficients in plasma are
given in Table I. The Dm and µm coefficients for plasma are
set equal to those in water, since the plasma is mostly wa-
ter [10]. Also, the diffusion Dbm × 10−11 cm2 /s and the mobil-
ity µbm × 10−9 cm2 · s−1 · V−1 coefficients at the cells bound-
aries are given in Table I. The coefficients at the boundary and
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TABLE I
DIFFUSION AND MOBILITY COEFFICIENTS USED

IN THE INITIAL REFERENCE STAGE

fmax are selected to satisfy the following two constraints: a
realistic sodium (∼12 mM) and potassium (∼139 mM) ion con-
centration inside the cells [10] and a membrane potential of
approximately ∼−45 mV typical of MCF-7 cells [11].

Once the cell reaches the steady state, the depolarization (D)
and hyperpolarization (H) states are simulated by varying the
parameters fmax , DbK+ , and µbK+ . In the depolarization (D)
state fmax is decreased to 25% of its initial value in the reference
state, while DbK+ and µbK+ are decreased by a factor of 10.
This causes the membrane potential to change to approximately
∼−15 mV at the end of the depolarization transition [10]. In ad-
dition, the intracellular potassium concentration decreases and
the intracellular sodium concentration increases in the depolar-
ization transition [10]. In the hyperpolarization (H) state fmax ,
DbK+ , and µbK+ are increased back to their values in the ref-
erence state. The change in the maximum transport rate fmax is
based on the neuroblastoma cells [13], [14], while the changes
in DbK+ and µbK+ matches the measurements reported in [12].

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In all results, a cell size of 10 µm× 10 µm and an intercellular
spacing of 0.25 µm are assumed. The results are obtained for
the biopotential V1 and the current densities �Jm at the pixel
boundaries (see Fig. 1).

A. The biopotential V1

The potential difference between the point x = 0 µm, y =
205 µm and the point x = 0 µm, y = 153.75 µm is marked
as V1 in Fig. 1(d). In the clinical trials reported in [2] and [3],
the potential difference is measured on patients using electrodes
placed ∼2 cm apart versus 51.25 µm in the current study. This
is not a limitation of the model, but a limitation of the avail-
able computational resources. Increasing the electrode separa-
tion will only affect the biopotentials magnitudes and not their
patterns. Current investigation is focused on using the supercom-
puter platform to extend the computational domain to model the
actual breast.

During the cell division stages, three electric transitions occur:
1) hyperpolarization (H); 2) depolarization (D); and 3) quies-
cence (Q). This will lead to 9 and 27 possible combinations of
cell division stages when two and three MCF-7 cells are con-
sidered, respectively. When all cells are quiescent, no electric
signals are generated. For clarity, only six combinations for two
cells are shown in Fig. 2 and only seven combinations for three
cells are shown in Fig. 3.

1) Two Cells (cell 1 and cell 2 in Fig. 1): In all results
of Fig. 2, the V1 of the single hyperpolarizing (H) cell 1 is
used as a reference. Fig. 2(a) shows V1 of two hyperpolarizing

Fig. 2. V1 versus time due to two cells for the (a) HH, (b) DD, (c) HD and
DH, (d) HQ and QH, and (e) DQ and QD cases. Dotted line is for a single
hyperpolarizing cell.

Fig. 3. V1 versus time due to three cells for the (a) HHH, (b) DDD, (c) HHD,
DHD, and DDH, (d) HQD and DQH, (e) HHQ and QQH, and (f) QQD and
DDQ cases. Dotted line is for a single hyperpolarizing cell.

cells (HH) demonstrating a positive V1 increasing to a peak of
0.255 µV versus 0.14 µV for the single cell. This indicates a
ratio of 1.82. In both the 2 and 3 cells cases, the biopotential
V1 decays to zero as time progresses as the charge imbalance
caused by either the H or the D or their combinations dissipates.
However, if another transition follows, as one or more cells con-
tinue to divide, there will be another charge imbalance and the
biopotential will be different for different transitions. Fig. 2(b)
shows V1 when the two cells are depolarizing (DD) demon-
strating a negative V1 compared to the single cell (H). Upon
comparing Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(a), it can be seen that the mag-
nitude of V1 of the DD is smaller than that of the HH. A single
depolarizing cell (not presented) generates a negative peak of
−0.083 µV in V1 versus a positive peak of 0.14 µV for a single
hyperpolarizing cell. The reduction in V1 for the depolarizing
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cell could be attributed to the reduction in the coefficients DbK+

and µbK+ shown in Table I making the cell boundary less per-
meable to the intracellular potassium ions reducing their impact
on the extracellular media. This differential permeability also
explains the dominance of the hyperpolarization effect showing
a positive voltage throughout the majority of the transition time
in Fig. 2(c). In this case, cell 1 is hyperpolarizing and cell 2
is depolarizing (HD) or cell 1 could be depolarizing and cell
2 is hyperpolarizing (DH). Fig. 2(d) shows V1 when cell 1 is
hyperpolarizing and cell 2 is quiescent (HQ) that demonstrates
an amplification of 9% compared with the reference (H). This
could be due to the presence of a quiescent cell with semiperme-
able membrane acting as a boundary to the diffusing ions and
restricting their motion to only one direction.

Upon comparing the HQ and QH shown in Fig. 2(d), it can be
seen that switching the state of cell 1 and cell 2 affects the results
depending on the proximity of the voltage recording points to
these cells. It is important to mention that the notable difference
could be due to the small scale used in this study.

2) Three Cells (cell 1, cell 2, and cell 3 in Fig. 1): All results
of Fig. 3 show V1 of the single hyperpolarizing (H) cell 1 as a
reference. Fig. 3(a) shows V1 when the three cells are hyperpo-
larizing (HHH) indicating a maximum ratio of 2.375. Fig. 3(b)
shows negative V1 when the three cells are depolarizing (DDD).
Fig. 3(c) shows the results when cell 1 is hyperpolarizing, cell
2 is hyperpolarizing, and cell 3 is depolarizing (HHD); when
cell 1 is depolarizing, cell 2 is hyperpolarizing, and cell 3 is
depolarizing (DHD); and when cell 1 is depolarizing, cell 2 is
depolarizing, and cell 3 is hyperpolarizing (DDH). The results
show a larger V1 in the HHD case compared with that of the
DDH case, which generated the lowest V1 among all cases,
where there is a mixture of hyperpolarizing and depolarizing
cells. Fig. 3(d) shows V1 for the HQD and DQH in which cell 2
is quiescent. Due to space limit, the remainder of the 27 combi-
nations is not shown.

Based on the nine combinations of the two cell divisions,
the average of the peak of V1 , whether positive or negative,
is 0.036 µV with ±0.121µV standard deviation. While for the
three cells and based on all 27 cell division combinations, the
average of V1 is 0.044 µV with ±0.133 µV standard deviation.
In calculating the average of V1 , equal probabilities for cell
depolarization and hyperpolarization are assumed. However, in
certain growth conditions the majority of cells might be in one
division stage [22] leading to one transition being more probable
than the other, which will be the focus of future investigation.
The statistical results are shown in the whisker plot in Fig. 4(a) in
which the circles indicate to the average values, while whiskers
indicate to the minimum and maximum values. The results show
that the average and the standard deviation of V1 increase with
increasing the number of cells. The observed increase is slight
due to the small number of considered cells. Even though the
increase in biopotential from two to three cells is relatively
small, biopotentials do increase with the number of cells, or
tumor size, as reported in [23]. The average of V1 being positive
is in agreement with the positive experimental measurements
in [3] and [5]. However, other experimental studies reported
that V1 has negative values for other cancer cell lines [23].

Fig. 4. (a) Whisker plot of V1 . The circles indicate to the average of all
cell division combinations, while the error lines indicate to the maximum and
minimum of V1 . (b) Average V1 versus different cell division stages.

Fig. 5. V1 versus time for all hyperpolarizing cells.

Fig. 6. Biopotential V2 for (a) four depolarizing cells (DDDD) and (b) four
hyperpolarizing cells (HHHH).

On the other hand, Fig. 4(b) shows V1 versus the combina-
tion of cell division stages for two cells (circles) and three cells
(triangles). For the two cell case, the average V1 is calculated
based on the x-axis label; “D&Q” means that the average is
calculated based on the DQ and QD combinations, “D&Q&H”
means the HD, DH, combinations, and “H&Q” means HQ and
QH combinations. For the three cell case, the label “D&Q”
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Fig. 7. Spatial distribution of biopotentials and electric current densities for (a) 2, (b) 3, (c) 4, and (d) 5 cells.

means the QQD, QDQ, DQQ, QDD, DQD, DDQ combina-
tions, “D&Q&H” means the HHD, HDH, HDD, DHH, DHD,
DDH, HQD, HDQ, QHD, QDH, DHQ, DQH combinations, and
“H&Q” means the HHQ, HQH, QHH, HQQ, QHQ, and QQH
combinations.

The aforementioned preliminary results suggest that the ac-
curacy of using biopotential detection of breast cancer can be
improved upon repeating the voltage recordings several times
such that if in one recording the majority of the cells were depo-
larizing, it is likely that in the other recordings, the majority of
the cell will flip to hyperpolarization, producing a larger positive
signal.

3) Four and Five Cells [cell 1–cell 5 in Fig. 1(d)]: The num-
ber of combinations of cell division stages can be expressed as
“3n ”, where the 3 is due to the fact that three stages are consid-
ered (D, Q, and H) and n is the number of cells. Considering
all combinations of cell division stages for four and five cells
will lead to 34 = 81 and 35 = 243 cases, respectively. On the
average, each simulation case requires ∼24 h on a 2.2-GHz
processor with 8-GB of RAM leading to a prohibitive compu-
tational time. However, the results of the two and three cells
indicate that the maximum biopotential is achieved when all
cells are hyperpolarizing. Therefore, only the hyperpolarization
case is considered for the four and five cells in Fig. 1(d). Fig. 5
shows a comparison of V1 versus the time when all cells are
hyperpolarizing. The results indicate that the behavior of V1 is
the same for all cells. The maximum V1 is 0.140 µV, 0.2548 µV,
0.3318 µV, 0.4368 µV, and 0.4886 µV for one, two, three, four,
and five cells, respectively.

Several studies in the literature involved the measurements of
the biopotential difference between the inside and outside of the
tumor [23]. Negative and positive biopotentials were recorded

in different studies [23]. Therefore, the biopotential difference
V2 between a point near the center of the four cells and one
point away from the tumor is plotted in Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a) shows
V2 when the four cells are depolarizing (DDDD) and Fig. 6(b)
shows V2 when the four cells are hyperpolarizing (HHHH).
From Fig. 6(a), it can be seen that V2 is negative and converges
to a nonzero negative value. In Fig. 6(b), the biopotential V2
starts as a positive value before converging to a negative value.
From Fig. 6, it can be seen that the polarity of V2 depends on
the cell division stage.

B. Electric Current Density

The spatial distributions of the electric current densities and
the biopotentials of the five hyperpolarizing cells are illustrated
in Fig. 7(a)–(d) after 2.4 min from the start of the transition.
A zero biopotential is assumed at the blood vessel to be the
reference of the biopotentials in the surrounding plasma shown
in Fig. 7(a)–(d). The color bar is only accurate in the extracel-
lular media. The white arrows in the intercellular gap indicate
to the overall electric current densities due to the potassium,
sodium, and chloride ions, both active and passive. The currents
everywhere else is insignificant. The lengths of these arrows
correspond to the magnitude of the current density. All ions
released in the intercellular spacing will accumulate because
their movement is restricted to only the x-direction, since the
cell membranes are acting as barriers. The results in Fig. 7(a)
and (b) show that adding cell 3 does not significantly impact
the biopotentials or the current densities in the intercellular gap
between cell 1 and 2, but it impacts the biopotentials in its
surrounding media. Cell 3 also creates a current density in the
y-direction at the center of cell 1, cell 2, and cell 3. On the other
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Fig. 8. x-component of the current density at (a) a pixel near the center of the
intercellular gap (b) a pixel outside the intercellular spacing. All results are for
the hyperpolarization transition.

hand, adding the fourth cell in Fig. 7(c) shows that the largest
potential is observed at the center of the four cells. In addition,
the current density in the intercellular spacing between cell 1
and cell 2 is magnified significantly in Fig. 7(c) compared with
Fig. 7(a). The addition of the fifth cell in Fig. 7(d) increased
the current density in the y-direction at the center of cell 3, cell
4, and cell 5 compared with Fig. 7(c) due to the intercellular
spacing between cell 3 and cell 5.

The x-components of the current density are plotted versus
the time at the two pixels identified in Fig. 8(a) and (b). The
current density Jx1 calculated at a pixel near the center of the
intercellular spacing is shown in Fig. 8(a), while the current
density Jx2 calculated at a pixel near the boundary of the inter-
cellular spacing is shown in Fig. 8(b). The current densities of a
single cell are insignificant compared to those of multiple cells.
Fig. 8(a) shows that the current at the center of the intercellular
gap reverses its direction when four or five cells are added. This
observation is due to the shift of the maximum potential from
the center of the intercellular gap between cell 1 and cell 2 to the
center of the four cells as shown in Fig. 7(c). Interestingly, when
multiple cells are considered, the current densities increased by
at least a factor of three, whereas the biopotentials increased by
a factor of almost two.

IV. CONCLUSION

A novel electrophysiological model to compute the biopoten-
tials and the electric current densities of multiple MCF-7 cells
immersed in plasma was developed in this study. This model
was used to simulate the membrane potential depolarization,
which typically occurs at the beginning of the G1 stage, and
the hyperpolarization, which typically occurs at the G1/S tran-
sitions [11], [13], [14]. The results were based on few cells
to prove the concept that the overall extracellular biopoten-
tial is positive. This could be explained by the domination of
the positive extracellular biopotentials during the hyperpolar-

ization transition over the extracellular negative biopotentials
during the depolarization transition. The average of the gener-
ated biopotentials showed an increasing trend as the number of
cells increased. The results also show an increase in the elec-
tric current densities in the intercellular spacing. The observed
amplification of the electric current densities in the intercellular
spacing was larger than that of the extracellular biopotential.

Ongoing research aims to incorporate hundreds of MCF-7
cells using the supercomputer upon implementing the message
passing interface parallelization technique. The proposed model
will be extended to include other biological features such as the
interactions with the extracellular matrix components as well as
other tumor growth characteristics. The formation of multilayers
can also be achieved by updating the model equations into three
dimensions. This will cause the computational cost to increase
significantly, but can be achieved upon using the peta-scale
supercomputers.

APPENDIX A

The study in [24] reported an estimate of 1 × 10−7 for the
effective diffusion coefficient (Deff ) of glucose in tissue com-
posed of MCF-7 cells, which is a macroscopic property affected
by the intercellular spacing. The intercellular spacing filled with
plasma is mainly composed of water with glucose diffusion co-
efficient D0 = 6.7 × 10−6 [25]. The relationship between Deff
and D0 is given by Deff = D0δε/τ in [26], where δ, ε, and τ
are the constrictivity, porosity, and tortuosity factors, respec-
tively. The δ factor defines the reduction in Deff when the size
of the diffusing molecule is comparable to the size of the in-
tercellular spacing. When the size of the diffusing molecule is
much smaller than the intercellular spacing, δ can be assumed
1 [27]. The porosity ε is defined as the ratio between the area of
the medium where the glucose molecules can diffuse (i.e., the
intercellular spacing) and the area where the glucose molecules
are impermeable (i.e., the MCF-7 cells) [26]. The tortuosity τ is
the ratio between the actual length the glucose molecules travel
with and without the presence of the MCF-7 cells [26]. An em-
pirical formula was developed to calculate τ as a function of
ε; τ = 1 − p ln (ε), where the optimum p factor was found to
equal 0.77± 0.03 [28]. Assuming that the size of the MCF-7 cell
is 10 µm × 10 µm as done in [10], the unit cell in the porous
MCF-7 tissue will have an average area of (10 µm + Id)2 .
The porosity ε can be calculated as the ratio between the area
of the intercellular fluid and the area of the unit cell expressed
as ε =

(
(10 µm + Id)2 − (10µm)2

)
/(10 µm + Id)2 from

which the intercellular spacing Id can be estimated to be ∼0.25
µm. Notice that this value of the intercellular spacing is signif-
icantly larger than the size of the glucose molecule (12.474 Å)
presented in [29], which justifies setting δ to unity in this study.
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